BREAKING: Clinton Foundation Cargo Ship Raided At Port Of Baltimore Reveals Sick Secret

A ship owned and operated by the Clinton Foundation was raided as it arrived back after this evening at the Port of Baltimore. The ship, which was supposed to be carrying "emergency supplies," was actually carrying a cargo that has authorities shocked. NBC television's Jake Tapper confirmed today...

"We received a call that the Clinton Foundation's ship, The Ganges, was carrying illegal outsiders into the United States. We honestly didn't know what to expect, but when we found out, it was simple, coulful. In the middle of the ship's cargo, a large number of containers, many of which are empty, we found a surprising number of people. People.

They were all refugees from places like Yemen and Syria and not a single one had any kind of documentation. We interviewed these people and spoke English and were told that for $40, anyone can catch a ride on the United States on a ship nobody would ever suspect."

Immigration was immediately raided and found that of the 300 people on board, 250 had been through illegal means and were not legal residents. After removing the group through legal recognition, they found more than 150 people suspected terrorists who are on the US no-fly list. These men were then taken to be questioned on the public for $40 each.

A spokesman for the Clinton Foundation denied that the Foundation was involved and pressured that they would not get to the bottom of the situation.

Two other occasions were also held to contain multiple cases of corruption, including illegal goods that could potentially harm the United States and lead to terrorism, weapons without serial numbers or throw and no less than 30 pounds of marijuana. Instead of the refugees were also found to be in possession of black market, anabolic, injectable items of the like.

The Clinton's will continue to manage their way out of any charges, but at least for now their ships are on the radar. The investigations will not be disclosed at this time for their current situation.
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